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ISOTOPE CORRELATIONS FOR SAFEGUARDS SURVEILLANCE AND ACCOUNTANCY METHODS*

P. J. PBRSIANI, KALIMULLAII
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439 USA

Isotope correlations corroborated by experiments, coupled with mea-
surement methods for nuclear material in the fuel cycle have the potential
as a safeguards surveillance and accountancy system. The Isotope Correlation
Technique (ICT) would allow the verification of: fabricator's uranium and
plutonium content specifications, shipper/receiver differences between
fabricator output and reactor input, reactor plant inventory changes, repro-
cessing batch specification differences, and shipper/receiver differences
between reactor output and reprocessing plant input.

Although the gravimetric method is useful in estimating the amount of
plutonium input to the reprocessing plant, it is not sufficient to verify the
integrity of the reprocessing batch of fuel assemblies. The ICT is necessary
to establish this verification. Several he/ivy element Isotope correlations
(1-3] have been proposed based on Ik", ."simplified transmutation equations for
point reactor models, and on the MmLtnd (in qu.-Mi!: i t y .ind buriuip ranj;e) data
bank of measured isotopic compositions for reprocessed fwal.

The US/DOE/OSS Isotope Correlations for Surveillance and Accountancy
Methods (ICSAM) program has been developed to extend the applicability of ICT
beyond the present status of ICT investigations having the above limitations.
The ICSAM program has been structured into three phases: (a) the analytical
development of ICT for actual power reactor fuel cycles, (b) the development
of a dedicated portable ICT computer system for in-field implementation, and
(c) the experimental program for measurement of U,Pu isotopics in representative
spent fuel^rods of the initial 3 or 4 burnup cycles of the Commonwealth Sdison
Zion -1 and -2 ?WR power plants.

Since any particular correlation could generate different curves depending
upen the type and positioning of the fuel- assembly, a 3-D reactor model and
Z-group cross section depletion calculation for the first cycle of the ZION-2
was performed with each fuel assembly as a depletion block.

It is found that for a given PWR all assemblies with a unique combination
of enrichment zone and number of burnable poison rods (BPRs) generate one
coincident curve* Some correlations are found to generate a single curve for
assemblies of all enrichments and number of BPRs.. The 8 axial segments of the
3-D calculation generate one coincident curve for each correlation. For some
correlations the curve for the full assembly homogenized over cere-height
deviates from the curve for the 8 axial segments, and for other correlations
coincides vith the curve for the segments; The former behavior is primarily
based on the transmutation lag between the end segment and the middle segments.
The experimental implicationi is that the isotope correlation** exhibiting thin
behavior caff^bC;determined ;by dissolving a full assembly but not by dissolving
o n l y a n a x i a l Begmenti o r p e l l e t s . ' ' •'.-,, •". ," '• •• '•':•'• :i'';,'.j,. V v '"'"v

The, propagation pf: measurement errors nave been examined to identify the
sensitivity of the correlations to measurement, errors, and to establish criteria
for measurement accur^cy^^ti the development and selection of measurement methods * V
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In order to verify the consistency amonfl initial nnriciimonc, discharge
burn up, Pu/U ratio, and uranium-plutonlum isotopic composition, a preliminary
algorithm of cross-correlation has been programmed for the Portable 1CT
Computer as a completely self-contained system for in-field implementation by
a safeguard inspector.
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